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Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word: 
 

1. Are you currently in a __________? RELATE 
2. What can be learnt from building a close __________ with          

someone from the opposite sex? FRIEND 
3. Is __________ normal when you spend time with your         

family? BORE 
4. How do you __________ troubles in a relationship? COME 
5. Is therapy __________ recommended nowadays? HIGH 
6. Is it ok to __________ mislead your friends into bad habits?           

DEVELOP 
7. Are you understanding when your friends have __________        

problems? PERSON 
8. Do you find it easy to form long-__________ relationships?         

LAST 
9. Is __________ an important factor in starting a romance?         

TIME 
10. How old will you be __________ when you get married?          

ROUGH 
11. Do you follow your friends´ __________? RECOMMEND 
12. Do you find it __________ impossible to say no to your           

friends and family? VIRTUAL 
13. Do you enjoy talking __________ with your closest        

friends? SENSE 
14. Have you ever had to handle a difficult __________ with          

the help of your friends? SITUATE 
15. Are any of your friends a __________ when they are          

drunk? NIGHT 
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Answers: 
 

1. Are you currently in a relationship? 
2. What can be learnt from building a close friendship with          

someone from the opposite sex? 
3. Is boredom normal when you spend time with your family? 
4. How do you overcome troubles in a relationship? 
5. Is therapy highly recommended nowadays? 
6. Is it ok to mislead your friends into developing bad habits? 
7. Are you understanding when your friends have personal        

problems? 
8. Do you find it easy to form long-lasting relationships? 
9. Is timing an important factor in starting a romance? 
10. How old will you be roughly when you get married? 
11. Do you follow your friends´ recommendations? 
12. Do you find it virtually impossible to say no to your           

friends and family? 
13. Do you enjoy talking nonsense with your closest friends? 
14. Have you ever had to handle a difficult situation with the           

help of your friends? 
15. Are any of your friends a nightmare when they are          

drunk? 
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